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In the 2nd Quarter Network we

men
mentioned
there would be a mid-year

I/`'

price increase.
After reevaluating the currency
situation with the Yen, we will hold our prices until further notice.

Although we are in the midst of warm summer days, we need to start
thinking about Christmas. With a customized laser cut C35 "Q"TM, we can

accommodate all of your holiday needs.
In order to ensure timely
delivery on this special gift idea, we ask that you plan ahead and get your
orders in soon.
Production will be based on order placement.
Contact Sales Specialist Reggie Rodman for more information.

With the restructuring of the Sales Department, we will be implementing
several new policies and changes. One of these new policies will be the
use of M.A.A.P. pricing (Manufacturer's Allowable Advertised Pricing).

This program establishes the lowest allowable prices to be published to
the retail consumer. Price sheets will follow in a separate mailing.

Please make note of the following items that have been discontinued and are
no longer in stock - we will not be taking any more orders for these:
C15GPS, C15GPSL, C19GPS, C19GPSL, C29P, C29S, C34P, and C34S.

The following models are undergoing some design changes and will not be
available until further notice: C23GP, C23GS, C24GP, and C24GS.

e C02 Mariner" is being discontinued and replaced with a new stainless
version of the C14 Rescue". This model features a reversible leftyright
clip and an ATS-55 blade. It has a suggested retail price of $119.95 and
is coming soon!

We draw one knife winner each month from the completed product
registration cards returned to us.
The lucky winners for March
through May are:
~ Aaron 0. . New Iberia, LA . C38jess Horn Lightweight ~
~ Lentz W. . Stony Point, NC . C45BK RescueJr.TM ~

~ Shawnj. . Lakeside, CA . C52 Calypsojr." ~
Spyderco has a new tool
More details to come ....

in the works called the SpydeRenchTM.

Correction from the lst Quarter 1998 Network .... The blade steel on the
LBKII LadyBug 11" is AUS-6.
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NEWPRODUCT
Calypso Jr. Available for Immediate Dewery!
The stainless steel calypso jr. models (C52P & C52S) and
the Micarta® Calypsojr. models (C52BMP & C52BMS) are

currently being

advertised

in

national

~.--~

consumer

publications and on Spyderco's point of purchase
brochure display. This tremendous exposure has
placed these knives in great demand. These
high quality designs have exquisite fit and
finish. The clip is positioned above the pivot
pin, allowing the knife to sit deeply in the
pocket for low proflle carry. Ideally sized for

C52BM Calypso Jr.

all-around use (2 7/8 inch [73 mm| blade), the Calypsojr.
models can be easily carried in most situations. These ergonomic
designs offer exceptional cutting control. The premium AUS-8 stainless steel

blades take a razor sharp edge.

(Mi¢am handle)

The C52 has a hollow-ground blade and weighs 4.5 ounces

(128 grams). The C52BM touts a flat-ground blade and weighs a mere 2.3 ounces
(65 grams). The suggested retail prices are $84.95 for the C52 and $97.95
for the C52BM. Get yotlr orders in while supplies last!
A trial run of a larger design (3 5/8 inches [93 mm|),
model C54BM CalypsoTM, is also available.

This knife

features a flat-ground blade of highly polished

_~±52_ Calypso`Jr. _ __` _ _._
(stol.nless steel handle)

__VG.-10 stainles.s _s±_ee_IJhat`|s k_n_o_wn__ for_ __exc€[len±_

edge retention. Suggested retail price-is $134.95.

YEE-HA! PR€A Knives NOW Ready to Ship!
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AKTl
What is AKTI? AKTI is the American Knife & Tool Institute, and Spyderco is a proud founding member (along with
Benchmade, Buck, Imperial Schrade, Gerber/Fiskars, Pro-Cut, and The Knifemakers' Guild). AKTI combines the efforts

of cutlery manufacturers, custom knifemakers, journalists, and concerned citizens who will work together to educate
the American public about various types of knives and multi-function folding tools. 99.9% of people using knives are
not using them in a malicious, dangerous or violent manner, a fact that AKTI will strive to make known worldwide.
Knives are tools that make our day a little easier. Ever tried to open a cardboard box with your teeth?
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featuring Bob Terzuola
featuril

OuslouKNxtgivNKER`SgivNR
Bob Terzuola finished his first knife on Christmas Eve 1979

in the Indian Highlands of Guatemala. It was here that he earned
his Mayan Indian name of Chapol Kumatz ("serpent hunter").

Since then, he has been a full-time participant in the ageless tradition
of knifemaking. He currently resides in Santa Fe, New Mexico where

he has made a home with his two sons, 19 year old Matthew and
16 year old Daniel.

Bob.s transition into knifemaking was natural due to his

commitment to finding the perfect balance between practicality
and craftsmanship.

Influenced by well-known knifemakers such as

Bob Loveless, Ron Lake and Michael Walker, this same commitment

led to his induction into The Knifemakers' Guild in 1980 and
_ __ _ Thp=_I_er_Ttian`Knifemaker_s: _G±.Hild in 19_9D. __

_

Admitting that he is still searching for the "perfect steel", Bob prefers to work with ATS-34, which flts

his requirements for edge retention, durability and resistance to fracture. He chooses to work with such
handle materials as titanium, mastodon ivory and burgundy Mical{a for his custom knives.

He utilizes

G-10 or titanium scales most commonly for his utility or tactical folders. While Bob has experimented with

many innovative blade styles, he prefers to design his knives with either a sheep foot or Wharncliffe style.
Bob views all knives as tools and designs each knife to be used on a daily basis. He feels that the custom

knife market will grow tremendously as a result of custom knife collaborations with manufacturers.
Bob Terzuola's dedication to merging utility, strength and comfort shows in his newest collaboration
with Spyderco, the C55 Bob Terzuola Starmate.

His almost 20 years of experience is

obvious in this custom CLIPITTM. The hollow-ground modified clip-point

blade includes a top swedge and features the premium steel
CPM 440V.

This 3 5/8" blade bears his trademark logo,

a dragon-head drawing of Etz.Nab (the Mayan god of
flint tools and edged weapons) along with his

name.

The handle is made of premium

G-10 for strength and positive grip and
incorporates

C55 Bob Terzuola Starmte

a

Linerlock

with

precision ball bearing detent to
secure the blade open/closed.
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� Spyderco®
Spyderco, Inc.
P.O. Box 800
Golden, CO 80402-0800

Deliver to
Purchasing Agent
I mmediatelyf
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